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Snapchat. Here you will find APK files from all versions of Snapchat that are available on our website published so far. Legújabb verzió: 11.4.5.67 Beta 65.49MB 11.4.5.67 Beta 63.82MB 11.4.0.60 Beta 66.04MB 11.4.0.57 Beta 65.34MB 11.3.5.66 64.99MB 11.2.0.68 63.93MB 11.1.7.81 64.07MB 11.1.5.81 62.87MB
11.1.1.66 64.07MB 11.0.6.82 63.63MB 11.0.5.82 63.63MB 11.0.1.72 64.3 6MB 10.62.0.0 Béta 56.98MB 10.62.0.0 Beta 24.5MB 10.61.3.0 Beta 24.85MB 10.61.3.0 Beta 57.31MB 11.0.0.72 64.37MB 10.89.7.78 63.....................64MB 10.61.2.0 Beta 57.29MB Letöltés APKName SnapchatPackage
com.snapchat.androidVersion 10.34.5.0Size 68.78 MBInstalls 500,000,000+ letöltésFejlett Snap Inc Ha még mindig nem telepítette az APK a Snapchat az Android okostelefon vagy tabletta or you simply don't just don't know what this passing messaging app comes to on the social network is all about, it could be for two
reasons: either you're no longer as young as you think, or you're simply not up to date with what your teens are using your phone for nowadays. What is Snapchat? Keeping things short, Snapchat is a mobile app developed in 2010 by three Stanford students, Evan Spiegel, Bobby Murphy and Reggie Brown, and it's
available to both Android and iPhone, from where they get short messages, photos, videos and drawings (called snaps). Ephe mere because after a short period of time they are deleted, which by default is 10 seconds, although the user can change the available time. This message will be destroyed in 10 seconds. This
temporary nature allows us to share pictures or videos that we don't want to keep online forever: stupid photos, intimate pictures or simply we're talking about images that are too embarrassing to upload to our Facebook, Twitter or Instagram accounts. Its main features are: You can send drawings, videos and pictures
people on your contact list. You can apply different filters and effects to the photos you send. Share messages with friends for a short time. Determine how long the message will be visible. Follow the stories of other anonymous users or celebrities. You'll be notified every time the recipients record the message. The new
dating app for teens The fleeting nature of the app has turned to a new way of flirting with a mobile phone in which teenagers and not so young people exchange photos and messages that will only be visible for a short period of time. Or that's at least what they think, because anyone can take a screenshot and save the
shot forever, although luckily the app notifies them every time our messages or pictures are recorded. But what about the snap if they disappear? Where are they going? No one has access to them? Well, the developers of the app say that if the recipient of our snap saw it disappear forever, but the truth is that these
messages remain on the phone with an extension that is invisible, but allows them to recover the right application that clearly affects their privacy. There are many more than passing messages ok, so even if Snapchat was originally conceived as a communication app for messages and photos, for quite some time users
simply want to use the funny effects we can apply to any photo. If apps like MSQRD or Face Swap have become hugely popular because of the ability to create fun photo montages, or to be able to swap faces with a friend, this app doesn't fall off being able to apply all sorts of stunning effects in real time. All you need for
this purpose is step 1: Focus your face with the camera for selfies. Step 2: Tap anywhere on the screen. Step 3: Explore the menu with different filters. Step 4: Follow the on-screen instructions, such as opening your mouth or flashing to perform real-time effects. Step 5: Add text and stickers to the snapshot. Now it's up
to you to save your photos mucking around for your own personal enjoyment or publish the moment, in which case you need to tap the middle circle of the app to capture the image (or press longer if you want to capture the video), and then tap the blue arrow to access menu from which you can choose who you want to
send the message from. But can I see who saw my pictures? Yes, it's as simple as going to the story, click the arrow at the bottom of the screen and select the icon that looks like an eye. Here you can see the names of the users who viewed your photos and videos. But, who uses this app? Well, as mentioned earlier,
this is probably the most fashionable among teens, but there are also plenty of celebrities who use this app, from famous youtubers like elrubius to popular singers like Ariana Ariana or even actors like Robert Pattison, James Franco or Jared Leto. No one should be surprised that these celebrities are taking a shot at
getting snapchatters to get closer to their fans, as the platform has overtaken Twitter in the number of active users: more than 150 million and rising. What's new in the latest version Developers have implemented bug fixes and improvements. Snapchat is an app that keeps in touch with friends and family thanks to its
interactive multimedia messaging system. Share your favorite events live or record them as video messages that automatically disappear without leaving a trace in a few seconds. Just take a quick snapshot, add some stickers or a message and choose how long to see the snap for your friends. That's it, that's it. That
said, in order for anyone to get the snapshots, you also need to install the app. As an additional security measure, when you send a snapshot and someone takes a screenshot, you'll be notified so you'll always know who has pictures, what they're up to. Once upon a time, Snapchat was simply a tool for the purpose: it
basically sent dirty images that could be easily deleted. Fortunately, now this popular messaging platform has evolved to represent what looks like a major component of the future of social media: passing video messages. All in all, Snapchat is an easy way to keep in touch with friends or share information about live
events using AR face masks, stickers and ever-changing filters. Games still reign in the Android catalog in 2018 In the first three months of the year, sensor tower conducted a study of mobile app downloads in the first quarter of 2018. They found some very interesting information about the most sought after apps for
Android users from around the world. Mobile app usage in the first 3 months of 2017 showed a 5.4% increase over 2016 and reached 17.6 billion downloads. Interestingly, we break down the market into different types of applications so that we can analyze user trends. Read more How to make a side part of Snapchat's
new design by installing an older version According to the feedback we've received, as well as the release of such campaigns, with more than a million signatures on a petition to get rid of Snapchat's controversial new design, it Change.org's clear we're dealing with more than a few unhappy Snapchatters. The latest
versions of the official client already include the new design, but fortunately on Android the time can be reversed and you can install an older version of the app to get back to the old look. Here we will explain how to do it. Read more Snapchat tries the gap between Instagram's new features in the emergence of
Instagram Stories has massively shaken the world of social networks. One app has suffered particularly serious damage: Snapchat Snapchat I've been bleeding users every single day that has passed since Instagram nicked how innovation has made Snapchat's disappearing content app par excellence. In an attempt to
get the spring, Snapchat recently implemented a brief novelty that it hopes will help close the gap that is now causing a tinge between itself and its competitors. Read more no customer reviews Join Amazon Prime, from which free shipping Amazon Prime members can enjoy overseas purchases of U.S./UK/Day/German
cross-border free mail, unlimited times a year! There are several free unlimited reading e-book services for recently viewed products and related recommendations for recently viewed items and related recommendations.
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